
1. Animation

"Ever wondered how animation works
and what it takes to kick start an
animation project? Or perhaps you
want to learn more about the art of
visual storytelling? In conjunction with
Innovation Month we'd like to bring to
you Animation 101, with an industry
player Geoffrey Sinn who recently
produced first ever animation project
in Kadazan Language "The Legend of
Ancient Borneo'.

Upon completing the 2 day online
program, participants will have the
capacity to:
1. Describe, analyze, and evaluate
different kinds of animation
techniques.
2. Create animated sequences from

the development of the original concept through design to final film or video production.
3. Implement fundamental design, narrative, and animation skills and will demonstrate
proficiency in at least one of these areas.
4. Implement ideas and principles from the history of animation and art in general by
identifying the meaning and purpose of major works and movements within the context of
their own projects.
5. Analyze and formulate a marketing and/or public relationship campaign with suitable
medium and content.

Date : 14 - 15 December 2020
Time : 9am - 5pm

Link will be given soon by organizing committee and don't forget to mark your calendar!"



2. Digital Marketing

"Digital Marketing is a type of
marketing that use digital platforms
like Email, Social media, Search
engines, Other websites to market
products or services.

Digital marketing can be used in
tandem with other offline platforms
and tactics to meet business goals.
As technology becomes more
embedded in daily life, most
consumers expect some digital
communications with a
brand/company.

Participants will also be learning
about Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) and Social Media Marketing.

Date : 18 December 2020
Time : 9am - 5pm

Requirements:
1) Smartphone or Laptop/Computer
2) Reliable Internet Connection

Link will be given soon by organizing committee and don't forget to mark your calendar!"



2. YouTube

"Learn everything about YouTube in 1 day with V Ming Chin - Website designer, event manager
and video producer from Rambutan Code! Participants will also be learning about:

● Scripting and content design
● Tips for budget video production
● Free tools for editing video
● Tools for quick video production

Date : 21 December 2020
Time : 9am - 5pm

Requirements:
1) Smartphone or Laptop/Computer
2) Reliable Internet Connection

Link will be given soon by organizing committee and don't forget to mark your calendar!"


